The manufacturing, assembly and acceptance testing of the breadboard Cryogenic Optical Delay Line for DARWIN
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ABSTRACT

TNO, in cooperation with Micromega-Dynamics, SRON, Dutch Space and CSL, has developed a compact breadboard cryogenic Optical Delay Line for use in future space interferometry missions. The work is performed under ESA contract in preparation for the DARWIN mission. The breadboard delay line is representative of a future flight mechanism, with all used materials and processes being flight representative. The delay line has a single stage voice coil actuator for Optical Path Difference (OPD) control, driving a two-mirror cat’s eye. Magnetic bearings are used for guiding. They provide frictionless and wear free operation with zero-hysteresis. The manufacturing, assembly and acceptance testing have been completed and are reported in this paper. The verification program, including functional testing at 40 K, will start in August 2005.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the manufacturing, assembly and acceptance testing of the DARWIN breadboard cryogenic Optical Delay Line (ODL). The delay line is built under ESA contract in preparation for the DARWIN mission [1]. The verification program, including functional testing at 40 K, will start in the final quarter of 2005. The delay line is shown in figure 1.
Within this programme, the responsibilities for the design and manufacturing are divided as follows:

- TNO – Project management, systems engineering, optical design, mirror production and OPD control
- Micromega-Dynamics – Magnetic Bearing design and manufacturing
- SRON – OPD Actuator design and manufacturing and cryogenic consultancy
- Centre Spatiale de Liege (CSL) – Coating engineering and 40K TV facility
- Dutch Space – System modelling and 120K TV test support
- Alcatel – DARWIN mission level consultancy

The design and manufacturing phase will be followed by a comprehensive verification program, including functional testing at 40 K.

2. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The DARWIN Optical Delay Line will play an important role in ESA’s DARWIN Infrared Nulling Interferometer. The delay line has to equalise the optical path between the free flying telescopes to less than 1 nanometer [2]. The delay lines will also be used for fringe scanning, after course acquisition of the telescope constellation. The delay lines will be placed on the optical bench in the Hub spacecraft and will operate at 40 K [2]. The dimension of the DARWIN delay line is 120 x 120 x 250 mm.

The delay line has a single stage voice coil actuator for Optical Path Difference (OPD) control, driving a two-mirror cat’s eye. Magnetic bearings constrain the other five degrees of freedom and provide a frictionless and wear free guiding system. The magnetic bearings use the same controller as the OPD control, eliminating the need for an additional control board. The smooth operation of the magnetic bearings allow single stage OPD control, which contributes to a better optical quality of the cats eye and reduced OPD control complexity. The entire mechanism is constructed from Aluminium 6061, with the exception of a few small components. All parts are constructed from the same material lot, to ensure highly isotropic behaviour. This makes the design fully athermal. Where components with a different CTE are employed, flexures are used to minimise thermal distortions.

The mirrors are plated with a 200 micron layer of Alumiplate®, a pure Aluminium that prevents bimetallic effects which can cause differential thermal bending of the mirrors.

More information on the design of the delay line is given in [3].

3. MIRROR MANUFACTURING

The cats eye has one parabolic M1 mirror and one flat M2 mirror. Two sets of M1 and M2 mirrors were manufactured. One set for the dynamic delay line and one set for the static delay line (the ESA program comprises two delay lines).

The mirrors were premachined and heat treated by Mecon in Doetinchem, The Netherlands. After heat treatment, the mirrors were plated with pure Aluminium by Alumiplate in Minneapolis, USA. Plating thickness, adhesion and porosity were checked on witness samples. The mirrors were subsequently subjected to cryo stabilisation and diamond turned to its final shape at TNO’s optical facility.

Figure 2 - Diamond turning of M1 mirror
The WFE of all mirrors was measured with a WYKO interferometer. The M1 is mounted in front of the WYKO. The interferometer beam is focussed and reflected on a sphere. The interferometer beam returns in itself. Each M1 mirror was measured in three different orientations (rotated $120^\circ$). The test setup is shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3 – WFE measurement M1](image)

The flat M2 mirrors were measured directly in front of the WYKO.

The WFE over the entire cats eye shall be better than 30 nm RMS, including the effects of cool down. The aperture of the incoming science beam of the cats eye is 25 mm. The beam is reflected by the parabolic M1 and focused on the flat M2.

The overall WFE requirement has been translated in a manufacturing WFE requirement for the M1 of 22.4 nm RMS over the overall diameter of 61.8 mm and 9 nm RMS over an aperture of 27 mm. For the M2 the WFE must be less than 22.4 nm RMS over an aperture of 4 mm.

ESA has not given a requirement for straylight within the scope of this program, but the aim was to achieve a surface roughness as low as possible. The surface roughness of all mirrors was measured with a WYKO profilometer.

A typical WFE interferogram is given in figure 4. An overview of the test results is given in table 1.
WFE and surface roughness measurements in nm (for M1 averaged over the three orientations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Req.</th>
<th>M1 s/n 2</th>
<th>M1 s/n 3</th>
<th>M2 s/n 2</th>
<th>M2 s/n 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WFE measurements M1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-V full aperture (Ø = 61.8 mm):</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS full aperture (Ø = 61.8 mm):</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS Sience Beam (Ø 27 mm ) top:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.9*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS Sience Beam (Ø 27 mm) bottom:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS Metrology Beam (Ø 18 mm):</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WFE measurements M2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-V full aperture (Ø = 4 mm):</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS full aperture (Ø = 4 mm):</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMS Surface Roughness Rq</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes edge effects, the ESA requirement is over an aperture of 25 mm

Table 1 – WFE and surface roughness measurements

An additional set of mirrors, without the full heat treatment program and Alumiplate and Gold coating, was manufactured for the engineering and acceptance test program (M1 s/n 1 and M2 s/n 1).
After WFE and surface roughness measurements, the mirrors were coated by CSL with a single layer of protective Gold (figure 5). The coating properties of the mirrors were measured at CSL (optical characterisation, microroughness, coating adhesion).

Figure 5 - M1 mirror with protective gold coating

4. MAGNETIC BEARING MANUFACTURING

The moving part of the magnetic bearing is an integral part of the cats eye. Therefore both the static and moving part of the magnetic bearing were machined and wire cut from the same lot of material as the mirrors to minimise CTE variations and guarantee the athermal behaviour of the cats eye. The magnetic bearing was assembled and tested at Micromega in Liege, Belgium, using the set of engineering mirrors which are fully representative in fit form and function. The position of the magnets was adjusted to ensure proper guiding accuracy and minimum power dissipation. The magnetic bearing is equipped with a 1-g magnetic off loading device, to enable ground testing in horizontal position. The measured power dissipation of the magnetic bearing in the centre position is less than 1 mW. Due to 1-g loading, the power dissipation in the magnetic bearings at the extreme positions is ca. 20 mW at 40K. In 0-g condition the power dissipation is less than 2 mW.

5. OPD ACTUATOR MANUFACTURING

The OPD actuator is a voice coil with a mechanical stroke of 10 mm (figure 6). The magnet is mounted on the moving part of the ODL, to avoid OPD disturbances and the coil is mounted on the static part of the ODL. Both the voice coil and the amplifier were designed and manufactured by SRON. After manufacturing, the static characteristics of the voice coil and amplifier were measured as function of the position. The voice coil and magnet were subjected to one thermal cycle down to 4K in a cryostat at SRON and inspected for cracks and electrical continuity and isolation (figure 7). In order to measure and fine tune the dynamic behaviour of the voice coil actuator, the voice coil was mounted on the ODL at TNO.

Figure 6 – Voice coil assembly (magnet on the left, coil on the right)
6. DELAY LINE ACCEPTANCE TEST PROGRAM

After completion of component level testing, the OPD controller was fine tuned to obtain a robust OPD stability in the TNO laboratory. The controller uses a laser interferometer with 0.3 nm resolution for OPD measurement (figure 8). An OPD stability of 0.9 nm RMS was achieved (against a disturbance spectrum of 2 micron RMS). The PSD plot is given in figure 9. In the DARWIN mission a Fringe Sensor sampling rate between 10 and 100 Hz will be required to achieve the required 1 nm RMS OPD stability (depending on the final disturbance spectrum).

Figure 7 – Thermal cycling of voice coil actuator in SRON cryostat

Figure 8. – ODL with laser interferometer
In order to verify the structural integrity of the design, the complete ODL was subjected to three deep thermal cycles (between +80 and –185 °C) in a Nitrogen gas environment at a facility of Dutch Space in Leiden, The Netherlands (figure 10 and 11). The magnetic bearing was switched on at the first cold phase and operated successfully. During the entire 2nd and 3rd cycle, the magnetic bearing was kept switched on (despite the turbulent gas flow) and operated successfully as well.

After thermal cycling in Nitrogen, the ODL was placed in the thermal vacuum chamber at Dutch Space (figure 12) and subjected to one cool down cycle to –185 °C (moving part –175 °C). Both the magnetic bearing and voice coil operated nominally.
Prior and after the thermal tests, the WFE of the cats eye was measured with a WYKO interferometer (figure 13). The obtained WFE with the engineering mirrors was <30 nm RMS. No degradation of the WFE occurred after thermal cycling.

The optical and dynamic performance of the ODL at 40 K will be measured during the verification program. Prior to this 40 K test, which will take place in a thermal vacuum facility at the Centre Spatiale de Liege, a test at 120 K will be done in the thermal vacuum chamber at Dutch Space, in order to verify the behaviour of the test equipment and delay line.
The guiding accuracy of the ODL was measured with an autocollimator on a flat reference mirror at the back of the ODL, mounted on the launch lock interface pin (figure 14). Each magnetic bearing uses two eddy current sensors for position control. The bearing follows the machining accuracy of the target on the moving part (figure 14). The obtained guiding accuracy was 25 \( \mu \text{rad} \) P-V, which corresponds to a guiding accuracy of less than 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) on the magnetic bearing (figure 16). The resulting output beam tilt of the cats eye will be less than 0.1 \( \mu \text{rad} \) (required 0.24 \( \mu \text{rad} \)).
In order to demonstrate the ultra high accuracy of the guiding ability of the magnetic bearings, the measured gap deviations were placed in a lookup table and the magnetic bearings were driven in active correction mode (in open loop) to correct for these machining tolerances.

The measured guiding accuracy was less than 0.5 µrad P-V, which corresponds to a guiding accuracy of better than 50 nm (figure 16). The required electrical power dissipation for tilt correction was less than 1 mW.

![Magnetic Bearing guiding accuracy before and after active correction](image)

**Figure 15 - Magnetic Bearing guiding accuracy in passive and active mode**

### 6. FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The acceptance test program on the DARWIN ODL has demonstrated that the design is fully compliant with the ESA requirements. The dynamic and optical performance at 40 K will be measured during the verification program which will start in the final quarter of 2005.

The current OPD and magnetic bearing controller run on a real time Linux based PC. The power dissipation is not representative for the future DARWIN controller. A DSP based control board dissipates in the order of 15 W and will not meet the 2.5 W overall power dissipation requirement.

Currently TNO and SRON are currently developing a low power (< 2 W) FPGA based control board for combined OPD and MB control.

A launch lock is not part of the current development program, but will be required for a future mission.

After the successful completion of the verification program, TNO is looking for a flight opportunity in a future space interferometer or technology demonstrator mission (please contact ben.braam@tno.nl if you wish to discuss this).

TNO is also offering a slightly modified version of this ODL for the ESA GENIE instrument on the ESO VLTI telescopes.

This delay technology can also be used in other ground based astronomical instruments [4].
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